VISION:
Every student is college & career ready

MISSION:
Build responsible, life-long learners who exemplify integrity and are prepared to meet life’s challenges.

MAXIMS:
• Personal Responsibility – take charge of your learning
• Respect – treat others the way you would like to be treated
• Integrity – act with honesty in all you do
• Disciplined – use self-control to be your best
• Engagement – be an active learner

IMPROVEMENT GOALS:
1. By the end of 2014-15, the percentage of students deemed college & career ready as measured by the ACT exam will increase from 33% to 60.
2. 
3. 
Goal: Increase learning gains for all students with particular emphasis on decreasing the achievement gap.

Strategy: Collaboration/Moderation

Initiatives:
1. Proficiency Assessment
2. Targeted intervention: literacy & mathematics
3. Extended learning opportunities: tutoring, after-school, Saturday school, summer school.
4. PRIDE
5. 9th/10th Grade teaming
6. 9th Achievement Teams